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Abstract—Static reverse engineering techniques are based on structural information of the code. They work by building a model of abstraction that considers control structures in the code in order to extract some high-level notation. So far, most of these techniques produce abstraction models or feature locations but not the executable architecture that can transform the legacy code into modern paradigm of programming. Few approaches that extract architectural notation either require the code to be in component based orientation or lack automation. This paper presents an ongoing research that can extract executable architecture as X-MAN (component model) components from legacy code. An executable architecture contains structural and behavioural aspects of the system in an analysed manner. The extracted components can be integrated with other systems due to re-usability of the X-MAN component model. This approach neither requires the source code to be in component based orientation nor it lacks automation.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Reverse Engineering techniques are classified into Static, Textual, Dynamic and Hybrid [1]. Static techniques are based on structural information of the code. They work by building a model of states of the program and then determine all possible routes of the program at each step. Such model is called static abstraction model and it requires a fair consideration between preciseness and granularity [2]. As these techniques consider all control flows, they provide the maximum recall; this recall comes at the price of false positive results.

Reverse engineering is mostly used to extract high level abstraction models or semantics from the source code [1]. Such extraction is useful for documentation, variability management, etc., but it cannot provide an executable architecture after extraction. “An executable architecture is a dynamic simulation of an architecture model. It captures both structural and behavioural aspects of the architecture in a form that can be visualised and analysed in a time dependent manner” [3]. A reverse engineering approach that can provide executable architecture can transform the source code into a specific notation that can be used in further implementation. In order to get an executable architecture from the source code, a technique has to consider every line of code by following the abstraction model of analysis. Textual techniques are mostly used for bug localisation or finding feature locations in the source code [4] and dynamic techniques can only produce results based on the execution trace [5]. Extracting an architecture is different form extracting high level abstraction models because an architecture has to show that every functionality exists in the original source code. Therefore, due to some important characteristics like maximum recall and minimum loss of information, static reverse engineering is the best analysis technique to consider for extracting an executable architecture from the legacy systems [2].

This paper presents an ongoing research on the extraction of executable architecture from legacy systems. The proposed technique is called Reverse Engineering X-MAN (RX-MAN). RX-MAN uses static reverse engineering to extract X-MAN components [6] from the legacy code.

The remainder of this paper is organised as follows: Section II includes related work in the domain of static reverse engineering. Section III includes the basics of X-MAN component model. Section IV explains the proposed research methodology. Section V shows a simple evaluation and Section VI includes conclusion and future work.

II. RELATED WORK

Static reverse engineering techniques can be classified by several parameters and [1] [7] [8] are some of the detailed surveys in the domain of static reverse engineering. Most of the static approaches are used for finding feature locations in the legacy systems. Some of the most well-known techniques are RecoVar [9], FLPV [10], Dependency Graph [11], Concern Graph [12], Automatic Generation [13], Language Independent Approach [14], Concern Identification [15] and Semi-Automatic Approach [16]. Out of the above-mentioned techniques, RecoVar [9] produces variability model from the source code. FLPV [10] generates code as set of optional and mandatory. Dependency Graph [11], Concern Graph [12] and Concern Identification [15] produce high level abstraction of code as graphs. Language Independent Approach [14] produces feature model from the source code. Automatic Generation [13] and Semi-Automatic Approach [16] generate a tool based view that helps in understanding the source code. All these techniques produce results in the form of high level abstraction that can help in understanding the legacy systems. Such outputs can help in analysing the system but cannot reuse the legacy code to transform it into executable architecture. Such architecture can be reused to build modern systems or can be extended to existing systems, e.g., X-MAN components can be re-composed to form family of systems and same components can be used across many systems due to modularity and separation of concerns in X-MAN component model. Such architectural output can also help against system erosion with time [17].

There are few approaches with aim to extract architecture from the source code. One of them is JAVACompExt [17] by Anquetil et al. It is a heuristic based approach that extracts Architecture Description Language (ADL) components along with the communication and services among them. This approach however requires the source code to be written with “componentization” in mind. Componentization is the process of atomizing resources into separate reusable packages that can be easily recombined [18]. Another approach by Anton et al. [19] re-engineers the JAVA code into Arch JAVA [20], though the process lacks automation. The approach by Chouambe et al. [21] produces composite components but the source system has to be implemented in component based notation. The presented approach in this paper is different from the above approaches because:

- It is automated.
- It does not require the source code to be in component notation.
- Unlike those approaches that are focused on architecture retrieval, our approach aims for component creation by source code transformation.
III. X-MAN COMPONENT MODEL

A component is defined by its unit of composition and composition mechanism, [22] e.g., in ADL, composition takes place via ports and unit of composition is an architectural unit defined as a class with provided and required services. X-MAN is different from other well-known component models because it separates control and computation unlike ADL based component models in which control and data cannot be separated and transmitted via ports together, e.g., Koala [23].

X-MAN components are defined by computation units (unit of composition) and connectors (composition mechanism). There are two types of components in X-MAN: atomic and composite. Atomic components have a computation unit and an invocation connector (composition mechanism) that acts as an interface of that component. Composite components can consist of set of atomic or composite components that are connected by composition connectors (composition mechanism). Composition connector of a composite component can be: (i) Sequencer, or (ii) Selector. A sequencer provides sequencing of atomic/composite components in a composite component and a selector provides conditional branching. All X-MAN components preserve encapsulation. Atomic components do this by encapsulate computation unit and composite do so by encapsulate computation units and composition connectors. It means composite components also preserve encapsulation of their nested components, which provides a hierarchy of encapsulated components. That is why X-MAN component model is hierarchical in nature. Further details of X-MAN component model have been discussed in [22]. Basic semantics of X-MAN component model are presented in Figure 1. Each component can have a set of services. A service is exposed functionality of a component that is used to send and receive data elements, needed for execution, e.g., A Bank component can have Deposit, Withdraw and CheckBalance services with BalanceInformation and AccountNumber as send/receive data elements.

Fig. 1. X-MAN Component Model.

IV. RX-MAN: A STATIC REVERSE ENGINEERING APPROACH

Figure 2 shows the methodology of RX-MAN. Java has been selected as the language of source code to be analysed. The source code to be reverse engineered can be: (i) A single application system (ii) Just a set of classes, e.g., any library or SDK that cannot be executed on its own.

In case of single application system, output will be a one big X-MAN system that will show the whole functionality of the source code with the benefits of modularity and hierarchy of X-MAN component model. Control structures in the source code will be transformed as composition connectors. In case of the source code which is just a SDK or a set of classes, the output will be X-MAN atomic components. These components can be deposited to X-MAN repository and can be recomposed for further implementation. The brief overview of the whole process is as follows:

1) AST Tree Generation: Abstract Syntax Tree (AST) is a powerful parser in JAVA. In this step, the source code is transformed into AST nodes. Each node is mapped to its respective sub nodes, e.g., each package node is mapped to its class nodes, each class node is mapped to its method nodes and each method node is mapped to its parameters, return node, function type node etc. Detailed algorithm is not given due to its voluminous details.

2) Parsing the Nodes: AST allows the code re-writing in order to implement small changes in the code. However, AST re-writing is not powerful and convenient enough to transform the system into some other complex notation. Therefore, an intermediate data structure has been used to extract information from the nodes to preserve it in a meaningful notation. In this step, invocations of all methods are indexed and mapped against each other.

Algorithm 1 METHOD ALLOCATION

Require: PackageClassList, MethodClassList, utilityComponentList
while \( i < \text{MethodClassList} \) do
if \( \text{Mi}.\text{visited} \leftarrow \text{False} \) then
 Get Invocations of Mi
 if \( \text{Mi}.\text{invocations} \) is NULL then
 Mi.getPackageName
 if \( \text{Mi}.\text{PackageName} \) already exists then
 AddU(PackageName,Mi)
 \( \text{Mi}.\text{visited} \leftarrow \text{TRUE} \)
 else
 Create U(PackageName)
 AddU(U,Mi)
 \( \text{Mi}.\text{visited} \leftarrow \text{TRUE} \)
 end if
 else
 ExtractEachInvocation(Mi)
 end if
end if
end while

3) Static Abstract Model of Abstraction: This step shows the first cycle of reverse engineering. This step maps the rules to create X-MAN atomic components and then assign methods to components based on the rules of allocation. One important parameter that has to be defined is size of the component. Size of the components should be realistic. If an approach extracts 10 components from the source code with only 7 classes then it does not justify the use of components. Similarly, one big component that represents 50 classes is not ideal either. There are two ways in which the component size can be defined in our tool: (i) Package Based Restriction (ii) Number of methods in each computation unit. Depending on the source code, a reasonable restriction can be applied to limit the number of methods in each computation unit. The package based restriction is compatible with JAVA because packages are usually created and designed to differentiate specific set of tasks. Package based restriction does not mean that a method M1 in class C1 of package P1 always belongs to the component of P1. It means that the maximum number of extracted components cannot exceed the total number of packages in the code, where the minimum number of components that can be extracted is 1. Method M1 can belong to any component depending on the rules of algorithm of allocation.

Algorithm 1 shows the start of allocation. MethodClassList has all the methods we have extracted from AST nodes and stored in our data structures. Similarly, PackageClassList has all the classes against their packages. Additional information like method parameters, return types and method invocation list can also be retrieved by using a HashMap against each index of these lists. Invocation list of each method will be matched and the methods with zero invocations will be considered as utility components. Such methods are not invoking any other method, it means they are mostly conducting simple tasks for other methods but do not require anything from any other method in the source code. Such methods will be placed...
Require: Mi, index
while Mi.invocationList! = Empty do
  if Mi.PackageName == Mi.invocationList(index).packageName then
    if C.PackageName ← Mi.invocationList(index).packageName then
      CreateComponent(PackageName)
    end if
    CheckDuplication(Mi,Mi.invocationList(index),PackageName)
    if Duplication == FALSE then
      ADD (Mi,Mi.invocationList(index),PackageName)
    end if
    ExtractEachInvocation(Mi.invocationList(index),index)
  else
    if CheckDuplication(Mi,Mi.invocationList(index),PackageName) then
      if Duplication == FALSE then
        CheckPrivateMemberAccess(Mi.invocationList(index))
        if CheckPrivateMemberAccess ← FALSE then
          ADD (Mi,Mi.invocationList(index),PackageName)
        end if
      end if
    else
      SetAllocation(Mi.invocationList(index),PackageName)
    end if
    ExtractEachInvocation(Mi.invocationList(index),index)
  end if
end while

Algorithm 2 Extract Each Invocation

in utility components. Each X-MAN component will have its own utility component in which all such methods will be placed. This approach will help in reducing the coupling in the original source code. Method createU creates a utility component if a utility function belongs to a X-MAN component and method AddU adds a utility function in a utility component if it already exists. All other methods will be considered to place in X-MAN atomic components and their invocations will be extracted for further allocations.

In algorithm 2, for each method, its invocation list is extracted and compared with it. If the method Mi and its invoked method belongs to same package, then a component with that package name is created and both methods will be placed in computation unit along with their imports and class variables they use. If both belong to different packages, then a privacy check will be conducted by function CheckPrivateMemberAccess(). If the method being invoked accesses the private variables or calls private functions in that package in its invocation list, then that method cannot be placed with method Mi. In that case, the invoked method will be placed in a newly created component (if does not already exist) along with the private methods it is accessing (SetAllocation() in Algorithm 2). Same process will be applied to all the invoked methods in the invocation list of Mi. Several factors have to be considered before placing a method at appropriate location, e.g., its access to global variables, usage of its local variables in other private methods etc. Function Duplication checks whether the method being invoked is already part of the component. At the end of this cycle, each method will be placed in appropriate component in a notation which will be mapped to X-MAN meta model. A user can select any combination of the public methods in a computation unit as a service for that component. For Number of methods in each computation unit approach, rules will be applied based on the number of methods in each computation unit and not on the package based allocation.

4) Mapping to X-MAN MetaModel: Extracted results are mapped to X-MAN meta-model. This step also involves the X-MAN validation to make sure only valid X-MAN components can be deposited. Validation involves the semantic checks against X-MAN meta-model in order to check that there is no violation against the semantics of X-MAN component model. X-MAN meta-model is presented here [24].

5) Single System Extraction: For single application systems, second cycle of reverse engineering is needed in order to extract composite components and composition mechanism among them. So far, we have considered if-else, While, For and Switch statements as candidates of composition connectors. They can appear in any combination hence each possible scenario should be mapped to X-MAN semantics. Few examples of such mapping are shown in Figure 5. This part of research is theoretically completed but still under development in our tool.

Fig. 2. RX-MAN Methodology.

Fig. 4. Methods Invocations Extraction.

Fig. 5. Control Structures VS X-MAN Equivalent.
TABLE I. RX-MAN INITIAL RESULTS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Application</th>
<th>Classes</th>
<th>X-MAN Components</th>
<th>Component To Class Size %</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>JabRef</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>4.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TeamMates</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>12.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EverNote</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>6.75%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

V. EVALUATION

So far, we have applied our approach to extract atomic X-MAN components on the variety of JAVA based projects. These results are output of the first cycle of reverse engineering, whereas second cycle implementation is in development. Three most notable application we have used are Jabref [25], Evernote-sdk and TeamMates. Jabref is a well-known database management tool and widely used by researchers along with latex. TeamMates is a free online tool for managing peer evaluations and Evernote is a famous cross platform app. All are open source JAVA based projects.

Table 1 shows the results of R-XMAN. The result is quite diverse and depends on the nature of the code. In case of Jabref, we got 8 components out of 35 classes (it means each component has average size equal to 4.3 classes of the original source code) and in case of Team-mates, we got 4 components out of 51 classes. We have only used that part of the code which is related to model and middle layer of the applications. In case of Evernote-sdk, we got 4 components out of 27 classes. Figure 6 shows R-XMAN tool with extracted components of JabRef. The main panel shows two of the extracted components composed by sequencer. Sequencer will execute Route 0 before the route 1 hence UTIL component will be executed before ADAPTER component. registerMacEvents and toList are services of these components.

An important point to consider here is that the X-MAN is a model for computation, not a model for resource allocation. Of course, we can study resource and memory problems for X-MAN systems but major thing to consider here is that the components will be stored only once, but reused many times. Therefore, we need less memory overall.

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

RX-MAN is a static reverse engineering approach that can extract executable architecture from source code as X-MAN components. So far, we have implemented the first cycle of reverse engineering. Comprehensive evaluation of the methodology demands the completion of second cycle of reverse engineering in order to compare the extracted system with original source code. The approach has been applied on several small examples, but significant case studies are needed for further evaluation. We have picked Qualitus Corpus [26] for evaluation. Qualitus Corpus is a well-known collection of JAVA systems for empirical studies and three systems will be selected for evaluation. Further future work includes the integration of reverse engineering with software product lines in order to achieve product line architecture from legacy systems.

Overall, there are the following benefits for selecting X-MAN over other component models as an output notation of reverse engineering:

- Separation of control (composition connectors) and computation (computation unit).
- Ability to compose in both design and deployment phase of component life cycle. One can deposit, retrieve, re-compose and tailor X-MAN components according to needs where it is not possible with ADL based component models.
- No required services like ADL based component models due to exogenous composition.
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